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Lidiana Alcius and two men, Brunel Mesías and Joel Jean on the 
same Sunday.  As you can imagine, funds were drying up, but 
God provided!  Believers from Texas to Michigan, sent in 
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the Church have come on weekends, which has helped a lot. We are preparing to pour the concrete patio over the 
entry way and Lord willing, will contract the decorative metal security bars that are needed outside on the 
windows and doors soon. Please pray we will be able to raise an 
additional $13,000 to pour the floors, which is the next big project.   

$24,000 which has kept the work moving non-stop.  We immediately began stuccoing the walls and men from 
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       ome months there are major advancements and March has 
definitely been one of those. The company we contracted to do 
the metal roof had been working off sight, welding and putting 
things together, when all of a sudden, they showed up and 
erected a substantial part of the work in less than a week. We had 
been excercising a bit of “faith without sight”, working on the 
concrete pitch and upper windows and are very grateful for our 
engineer, as it all came out perfectly. During this time, the Church 
was blessed with 3 receiving Christ as their personal Savior, Mrs.  

        rand Master and founder Bu Kwang Park, his son Grand

Master Kee Bu Park (9th degree) and Master Smith tested Tiffany &

JuliAnna’s abilities in United Taekwondo. Both performed 8 of the 

top patterns (30-40 movements each), answered verbal questions, 

broke multiple boards and spared different black belt candidates. A 

journey that started 8 years ago, so as to stay active during home 

school and to learn some basic self-defense moves, turned into 

something that they really fell in love with. With God, nothing is impossible.   

                               

   Aprox. 1 out of 10,000 entering martial arts earn a black belt   
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     The roof contract with materials & labor came to $30,000
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